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115 Documents
Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

WO2022109254 A1

Fenestration apparatus and related methods

CORNING INCORPORATED
([US])

WO2022108952 A1
WO2022107038 A1

Containers for transport and storage of temperature sensitive

DTP THERMOELECTRICS LLC

contents using solid state heat pumps

([US])

Ink composition for 3d printing, process for making a ceramic

3M INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES

green body by 3d printing, and process for making a sintered

COMPANY ([US])

ceramic component part
WO2022107009 A1

Floor or wall panel and method of producing a floor or wall

HOLCIM TECHNOLOGY LTD

panel

([CH])
SALVESEN INSULATED
FRAMES LTD ([GB])

WO2022106904 A1

Roller venetian blind arrangement comprising a covering
made of crystalline and thin-layer solar cells

WO2022106722 A1

Acrylate structural adhesive free of mma

ZEPHYROS, INC. ([US])

WO2022106040 A1

Method for producing a grinding tool, and grinding tool

AUGUST RÜGGEBERG GMBH
& CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022106490 A1

Cabin substructure for a driver cabin of a motor vehicle,

GENERAL DYNAMICS

preferably a utility vehicle

EUROPEAN LAND SYSTEMSMOWAG GMBH ([CH])

WO2022106464 A2

WO2022101035 A1

Brewing unit of a piston coffee machine, piston coffee

MELITTA PROFESSIONAL

machine comprising a brewing unit and method for filling a

COFFEE SOLUTIONS GMBH &

brewing unit

CO. KG ([DE])

Battery cell closure strip for a battery cell of prismatic or of

SCHOLLENBERGER, Gerd

pouch-type design, and battery cell
WO2022100515 A1

Data transmission method and electronic device

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO.,
LTD. ([CN])

WO2022100196 A1

Power supply, power supply method, and computer storage

GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE

medium

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORP., LTD. ([CN])
POWERLAND TECHNOLOGY
INC. ([CN])

WO202299330 A1

Highly effective acoustic shielding device for aerosols with

AC2T RESEARCH GMBH ([AT])

regard to respiratory and skin protection
WO202299312 A1

Waveguide based display device

DIGILENS INC. ([US])

WO202298924 A1

Snap fit golf bag assembly

KARSTEN MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION ([US])

WO202298286 A1

Semi-submersible wind power platform and method of

JOSOK AB ([SE])

docking such platform
WO202296523 A1

Vessel and method for upending a monopile of an offshore

ITREC B.V. ([NL])

wind turbine
WO202296170 A1

Irradiation strategy for the additive manufacturing of a

SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

component, and corresponding component

GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

WO202296053 A1

Actuator for motor vehicle applications

KIEKERT AG ([DE])

WO202294189 A1

Projectile construction, launcher, and launcher accessory

NL ENTERPRISES, LLC ([US])

WO202293862 A1

Methods and apparatus for measuring methane emissions

SEEKOPS INC. ([US])

within a mesh sensor network
WO202291647 A1

Prosthesis socket and prosthesis

INSTALIMB, INC. ([JP])

WO202290776 A1

A lithium-ion battery and method for preparing the same

VIDYASIRIMEDHI INSTITUTE
OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY (VISTEC) ([TH])

WO202290774 A1

Capture system adapted to capture space objects, in

CLEARSPACE SA ([CH])

particular for recovery or deorbiting purposes
WO202290375 A1

Front vehicle module, and vehicle comprising a front vehicle

HBPO GMBH ([DE])

module
WO202290348 A1

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for

KAUTEX TEXTRON GMBH &

producing a monolithic battery shell and method for

CO. KG ([DE])

producing a monolithic battery shell
WO202290027 A1

Use of a plasma polymer layer as a separating layer in non-

FRAUNHOFER-

ferrous metal casting

GESELLSCHAFT ZUR
FÖRDERUNG DER
ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG
EINGETRAGENER VEREIN
([DE])

WO202289999 A1

Differential having lubricant channel

JOHN DEERE GMBH & CO. KG
([DE])

WO202289980 A1

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for

KAUTEX TEXTRON GMBH &

producing a battery shell and method for producing a battery

CO. KG ([DE])

shell
WO202289961 A1

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for

KAUTEX TEXTRON GMBH &

producing a battery shell and method for producing a battery

CO. KG ([DE])

shell
WO202289931 A1
WO202289920 A1

Process for producing foam panels for the production of

EVONIK OPERATIONS GMBH

foam films

([DE])

Rotor for a permanent magnet synchronous machine, and

BAYERISCHE MOTOREN

permanent magnet synchronous machine

WERKE
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT ([DE])

WO202288087 A1

Optical imaging system, image capturing device and

OFILM GROUP CO., LTD. ([CN])

electronic device

JIANGXI JINGCHAO OPTICAL
CO., LTD. ([CN])

WO202287674 A1
EP4002655 A1

Building components, a building structure formed therefrom

QUANTUM BUILDINGS PTY

and a method of construction thereof

LTD ([AU])

Electric motor and robot with electric motor

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
([DE])

EP4001480 A1

Thread structure

Delcotex Delius Techtex GmbH
& Co KG ([DE])

EP4001792 A1

Exhaust vent and utility termination for line sets and electrical

Roof Goose Vent LLC ([US])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

wires
EP4001538 A1

Floor or wall panel and method of producing a floor or wall

Holcim Technology Ltd ([CH])

panel

Salvesen Insulated Frames Ltd
([GB])

EP4001066 A1

Dashboard crossbeam

Shanghai Yanfeng Jinqiao
Automotive Trim Systems Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])

EP4001107 A1

Light-weight elastic teeter bearing for a rotor and aircraft

Volocopter GmbH ([DE])

having such bearing
EP4000928 A1

Ink composition for 3d printing, process for making a ceramic

3M Innovative Properties

green body by 3d printing, and process for making a sintered

Company ([US])

ceramic component part
EP4000815 A1

Visualization of a protected area

SICK AG ([DE])

EP3998192 A1

Wing spar structure

Lilium eAircraft GmbH ([DE])

EP3998190 A1

Liner for a cargo and/or accessory compartment of an

Lilium eAircraft GmbH ([DE])

aircraft, aircraft with such a liner and method of lining a cargo
and/or accessory compartment of an aircraft
EP3995434 A1

Mobile crane with foldable walkway

Liebherr-Werk Nenzing GmbH
([AT])

EP3995661 A1

Window or door frame with sliding elements and gluing

Wegerer, Martin ([DE])

thereof to masonry and mounting method for same
EP3995304 A1
EP3995237 A1
EP3995097 A1

Moulding, upholstery material, core layer and method for

Technische Universität

manufacturing a moulding

Dresden ([DE])

Radiation strategy for the additive manufacture of a

Siemens Energy Global GmbH

component and corresponding component

& Co. KG ([DE])

Smart support arm for head surgery with touch sensitive

Brainlab Robotics GmbH ([DE])

control
EP3996256 A1

Electric machine with cooling jacket around the outside

Valeo Siemens eAutomotive
Germany GmbH ([DE])

EP3993138 A1

Flexible display device

BOE Technology Group Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])

EP3991530 A1

Agricultural commercial vehicle with a side stabilizer

Deere & Company ([US])

DE102021111551 A1

Capacitive discharge welding of foreign metals

GM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY
OPERATIONS LLC ([US])

DE102020131219 A1

Vehicle roof with painted rigid roof module

Webasto SE ([DE])

DE102020131271 A1

Hydroelectric turbine

Neldner Daniela ([DE])

DE102020130791 A1

System and method for refueling vehicle numbers

VTM fair Technik AG ([CH])

DE102020130663 A1

Rolling shutter arrangement with a coating of crystalline and

Rösener Thomas ([DE])

thin film solar cells
DE102020214461 A1
DE102020130632 A1

DE102020130433 A1

Composite component and method for producing a

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit

composite component

beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

Brewing unit of a piston coffee machine, piston coffee

Melitta Professional Coffee

machine with a brewing unit and method for filling a brewing

Solutions GmbH & Co. KG

unit

([DE])

Air inlet device for a cooling system for cooling a drive device

General Dynamics European

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

of a vehicle and in particular of a commercial vehicle

Land Systems-Mowag GmbH
([CH])

DE102020130430 A1

Cab substructure for a driver's cab of a motor vehicle and

General Dynamics European

preferably of a commercial vehicle

Land Systems-Mowag GmbH
([CH])

DE102020129823 A1

Visualizing a protected field

SICK AG ([DE])

DE102020129892 A1

Support component for a motor vehicle body

Bayerische Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102020214044 A1

Electric machine with a cooling jacket on the peripheral side

Valeo Siemens eAutomotive
Germany GmbH ([DE])

DE102020129593 A1

Bicycle stand with adjustable friction

"STEVENS" Vertriebs GmbH
([DE])

DE102020129454 A1

Mobile crane with a jib system

Tadano Demag GmbH ([DE])

DE102020129504 A1

Chassis construction for a commercial vehicle

CTV GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

DE102020006840 A1

Window or door frame with displaceable clamping strips and

Wegerer Martin ([DE])

applied sealing layer
DE102021115339 A1

Structure of a rear portion of a side sill of a vehicle

Hyundai Motor Company
([KR])
Kia Corporation ([KR])

DE102020129005 A1

Battery arrangement for a motor vehicle and motor vehicle

AUDI Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102020129036 A1

Actuator for motor vehicle applications

Kiekert Aktiengesellschaft
([DE])

DE102020128579 A1

Front end module and vehicle with front end module

HBPO GmbH ([DE])

DE102020128810 A1

Vehicle seat with an anti-diving device

Bayerische Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102020128526 A1

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for

Kautex Textron GmbH & Co.

producing a monolithic battery shell and method for

KG ([DE])

producing a monolithic battery shell
DE102020128527 A1

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for

Kautex Textron GmbH & Co.

producing a battery shell and method for producing a battery

KG ([DE])

shell
DE102020128525 A1

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for

Kautex Textron GmbH & Co.

producing a battery shell and method for producing a battery

KG ([DE])

shell
DE102020128552 A1

Rotor for a permanent-magnet synchronous machine and

Bayerische Motoren Werke

permanent-magnet synchronous machine

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102020006698 A1

Battery module and traction battery

Daimler AG ([DE])

DE202021100196 U1

Element receptacle

PERI SE ([DE])

DE202022101790 U1

A microwave radio communication system

Goyal Parveen ([IN])
Handa Vipin ([IN])
Panjab University ([IN])
Sehgal Shankar ([IN])

DE202021105983 U1

Modular system for hygiene products

Avgol Ltd. ([IL])

DE202021003855 U1

Fastening system for the arrangement of modules in a motor

Somer Cuma ([DE])

vehicle

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

DE202021107049 U1

Robot with bending calculation means

KUKA Deutschland GmbH
([DE])

DE202021000006 U1

Groundnail for an industrial awning

Herchenbach Industrial
Buildings GmbH ([DE])

DE202022101458 U1

Hybrid mast

FUCHS Europoles Besitz
GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

DE202022101438 U1

Hula hoop tire

NEH (NINGBO) INDUSTRY &
TRADE CO., LTD. ([CN])

DE202022100986 U1

Animal shelter and roof construction

BWK-Dachzubehör GmbH
([DE])

US20220167511 A1

Panel support structure, manufacturing method thereof, and

Chengdu BOE Optoelectronics

displaying device

Technology Co., Ltd. ([CN])
BOE Technology Group Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])

US20220163099 A1

Actuating Drive Having a Wound Flat Spring as a Restoring

Siemens Schweiz AG ([CH])

Spring, Which Flat Spring is Designed as a Constant-Force
Spring and Acts Directly on an Actuation Connection Point of
the Actuating Drive
US20220161965 A1

Shipping pallet and/or deck useful for such

RDP GROUP LIMITED ([NZ])

US20220166082 A1

Flexible display device

BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP
CO., LTD. ([CN])

US20220154467 A1

Structural insulated finished cladding assemblies

Dryvit Systems, Inc. ([US])

US20220153407 A1

Light-weight, elastic teeter bearing for a rotor and aircraft

Volocopter GmbH ([DE])

housing such bearing
US20220153255 A1

Method for operating a drive train for a working machine,

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

drive train for a working machine, and working machine
US20220152619 A1

Abrasion resistant wear part for vsi crusher rotor

SANDVIK SRP AB ([SE])

US20220149702 A1

Electrical machine with circumferential cooling jacket

Valeo Siemens eAutomotive
Germany GmbH ([DE])

US20220144597 A1

Mobile crane having a folding walking platform

Liebherr-Werk Nenzing GmbH
([AT])

US20220142360 A1

Container for a road paver assembly

JOSEPH VOEGELE AG ([DE])

US20220144487 A1

Pallet

2in1 AG ([CH])

US20220144394 A1

Emergency flotation device using compressed gas

Sea Ark Technologies Ltd.
([IL])

US20220142340 A1

Gear track system

S&S Precision, LLC ([US])

US20220144417 A1

Vertical take off and landing vehicle

PAL-V lP B.V. ([NL])

US20220145761 A1

Mining system with a flexible conveyor system

UNDERGROUND EXTRACTION
TECHNOLOGIES PTY LTD
([AU])

US20220145795 A1

Vehicle having a turbine system

Menyhart Tivadar ([DE])

US20220142013 A1

Ultra-compact configurable double-sided manifold micro-

Toyota Motor Engineering &

channel cold plate

Manufacturing North America,
Inc ([US])

US20220136326 A1

Vehicle ladder

Nissan North America, Inc.

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

US20220135753 A1

Filler disposition film

DEXERIALS CORPORATION
([JP])

US20220134611 A1

Method for producing moulded parts from particle foams

Teubert - Wörthwein GbR
([DE])

US20220134421 A1

Method for the economic manufacturing of metallic parts

INNOMAQ 21, S.L. ([ES])

US20220140450 A1

Interconnection

JOHNSON MATTHEY PLC
([GB])

US20220135862 A1

Curable Two-Component Resin-Based System

Huntsman Advanced Materials
Licensing (Switzerland) GMBH
([CH])

US20220135844 A1

Acrylate Structural Adhesive

Zephyros Inc. ([US])

US20220134615 A1

Device for forming or molding plastic elements on surfaces of

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT

a semi-finished product

DRESDEN ([DE])

Intelligent layout design method of curvilinearly stiffened

DALIAN UNIVERSITY OF

structures based on image feature learning

TECHNOLOGY ([CN])

Array substrate and display device

Beijing BOE Display

US20220138582 A1
US20220137755 A1

Technology Co., Ltd. ([CN])
BOE Technology Group Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])

Fenestration apparatus and related methods
WO2022109254 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

CORNING INCORPORATED ([US])

B32B-017/10* |E06B-003/67

Inventors
BOARD, Anthony Robert ([US])
COUILLARD, James Gregory ([US])
Priority data including date
US63/116,369 2020-11-20 [2020US-63116369]
Application data including date
WOUS2021/060068 2021-11-19 [2021WO-US60068]
Publication(s)
WO2022/109254

A1 2022-05-27

In various embodiments of the present disclosure, a
fenestration apparatus is provided, comprising: a laminate
having a thickness of not greater than 3 mm; a frame,
configured

perimetrically

around

a

corresponding

perimetrical edge of the glass pane; a seal, configured
between the frame and the glass pane; and an attachment
member configured to the frame, wherein the attachment
member is configured to be removably fixable to an existing
window wherein the attachment member is configured to
define a gap between the frame, the at least one glass pane,
and the existing window.

|

Containers for transport and storage of temperature sensitive contents using solid state heat
pumps
WO2022108952 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

DTP THERMOELECTRICS LLC ([US])

B65D-081/18* |B65D-088/74 |F25D-003/08
F25D-011/00

Inventors
BELL, Lon ([US])
CRANE, Douglas ([US])
Priority data including date
US63/115,277 2020-11-18 [2020US-63115277]
Application data including date
WOUS2021/059583 2021-11-16 [2021WO-US59583]
Publication(s)
WO2022/108952

A1 2022-05-27

Temperature controlled systems include at least one
temperature

controlled

chamber

or

package

for

accommodating temperature-sensitive content. The system
includes at least one solid state heat pump in thermal
communication with the temperature controlled chamber or
package. The system may include a thermal energy storage
system in thermal communication with the solid state heat
pump, an electrical energy source or an electrical storage
system for providing electrical power to the at least one solid
state heat pump, an electrical control/ energy management
system, and/or an input/output feature. The system
maintains the temperature controlled chamber at a control
temperature, and/or maintains different chambers at
different control temperatures. The package may be
separable from a delivery system comprising the heat pump,
the thermal energy storage system, and/or the electrical
energy source, wherein a thermal transport element provides
thermal communication between the package and the solid
state heat pump when combined.

|F25D-017/06

|

Ink composition for 3d printing, process for making a ceramic green body by 3d printing, and
process for making a sintered ceramic component part
WO2022107038 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

3M INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES COMPANY ([US])

B28B-001/00* |B29C-064/112 |B29C-064/118
B33Y-010/00

|B33Y-040/20 |B33Y-070/10

Inventors

B33Y-080/00

|C09D-011/03 |C09D-011/04

DAUB, Dominik ([DE])

C09D-011/10

|C09D-011/14 |

UIBEL, Krishna B. ([DE])
KAYSER, Ursula ([DE])
LUDWIG, Theresa ([DE])
RUMBUCHER, Jochen ([DE])
WILDHACK, Stefanie ([DE])
Priority data including date
EP20208492 2020-11-18 [2020EP-0208492]
Application data including date
WOIB2021/060701 2021-11-18 [2021WO-IB60701]
Publication(s)
WO2022/107038

A1 2022-05-27

The present disclosure relates to an ink composition for 3D
printing, the ink composition comprising non-oxide ceramic
particles, a liquid, and a first additive and a second additive,
wherein the first additive is a polysaccharide, a polypeptide,
or a combination thereof, and wherein the second additive is
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), a polyvinyl acetal, a polyether, a
polyacrylate, a polycarboxylate, a polyvinyl ester, a polyester,
a formaldehyde resin, a polyurethane, a polysiloxane, or a
combination thereof, and wherein the polysaccharide is
cellulose, a derivative of cellulose, modified starch, a
derivative of starch, or a combination thereof, and wherein the
derivative

of

starch

is

hydroxyethyl

starch,

dextrin,

cyclodextrin, or pectin, and wherein the ink composition
comprises at least 5 percent by weight of non-oxide ceramic
particles, based on the total weight of the ink composition.
The present disclosure further relates to a process for making
a ceramic green body by 3D printing and to a process for
making a sintered ceramic component part, and to a process
for making a ceramic composite body by 3D printing.

Floor or wall panel and method of producing a floor or wall panel
WO2022107009 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HOLCIM TECHNOLOGY LTD ([CH])

E04B-005/10* |E04B-005/12

SALVESEN INSULATED FRAMES LTD ([GB])
Inventors
CLARK, Robert ([GB])
LEVER, Philip ([GB])
GENGEMBRE, Edouard ([CH])
FERREINT, Lilian ([CH])
Priority data including date
EP20020534 2020-11-17 [2020EP-0020534]
Application data including date
WOIB2021/060642 2021-11-17 [2021WO-IB60642]
Publication(s)
WO2022/107009

A1 2022-05-27

A floor or wall panel comprising a frame made of profiled
metal or timber sheet, joists made of profiled metal or timber
sheet that connect opposite sides of the frame, wherein voids
are present between the joists, a shield made of a metal or
timber sheet spaced apart from a fire side of the joists,
wherein a clearance is defined between a fire side of the joists
and the shield, spacer elements arranged within the clearance
between the joists and the shield, and a hardened mineral
foam that fills the voids between the joists and that fills the
clearance.

|E04C-002/34

Roller venetian blind arrangement comprising a covering made of crystalline and thin-layer
solar cells
WO2022106904 A1
Inventors

IPC - International classification

RÖSENER, Thomas ([DE])

E04F-010/06* |E04H-015/08 |E06B-009/42

Priority data including date
DE10 2020 130 663 2020-11-19 [2020DE-10130663]
Application data including date
WOIB2021/000875 2021-11-26 [2021WO-IB00875]
Publication(s)
WO2022/106904

A1 2022-05-27

The invention relates to a Venetian blind arrangement 1 which
can be unrolled and rolled up and comprises solar cells 3 or
rectangular strip modules on optionally different carrier
materials, so that the Venetian blind arrangement can be
arranged such that it can be unrolled and rolled up in the form
of an awning. The object is to provide a novel connecting
structure for a Venetian blind arrangement which can be
unrolled and rolled up, with the solar cells 3 being subjected
to as low a level of bending loading as possible. The Venetian
blind arrangement 1 according to the invention consists of
coupled solar cells 3 or of rectangular strip modules 2 which
are covered with solar cells 3 and are reinforced and
strengthened with a backside material 4. One, two or more
rows of solar cells 3 which are arranged next to one another
are interconnected such that maximum possible surface-area
coverage with active photovoltaic solar cell material is
provided. In order to allow maximum stability of the Venetian
blind arrangement 1 and uniform rolling up, edge tapes 10 are
arranged at the outer sides 14 of the Venetian blind
arrangement 1 and, depending on the size of the Venetian
blind arrangement 1 as a whole, one or more central tapes 11
are arranged between the solar cells 3 or rectangular strip
modules 2. According to the invention, the solar cells 3 or
rectangular strip modules 2 of identical dimensions are
connected to one another by means of flexible intermediate
strips 16 of different widths, which become wider towards the
front in the direction of the front rail 7 or are provided with
joints and serve as connections, or the solar cells or
rectangular strip modules are distributed on canopy fabric
webs or canopy membranes. Alternatively, in another design

of the invention, the width of the solar cells 3 or the width of
the rectangular strip modules 2 are each designed to become
larger in staggered manner as viewed from the blind shaft 17
to the front rail 7, so that in the wound-up state the solar cells
3 or rectangular strip modules 2 always lie one above the
other over the entire surface area on the blind shaft 17.

Acrylate structural adhesive free of mma
WO2022106722 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ZEPHYROS, INC. ([US])

C08F-220/18* |C08F-220/20

|C08F-220/28

C08F-220/30

|

Inventors
ELKAIM, Eric ([FR])
RAHME, Roland ([FR])
HUTHER EBERSOHL, Estelle ([FR])
Priority data including date
EP20209123 2020-11-23 [2020EP-0209123]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/082685 2021-11-23 [2021WO-EP82685]
Publication(s)
WO2022/106722

A1 2022-05-27

The invention relates to a two-component system of a first
component and a second component spatially separated
from one another, wherein the reaction of the first component
and the second component after mixing results in a acrylate
structural adhesive. The two-component system comprises
not more than 5.0 wt.-% methyl methacrylate, relative to the
total weight of the two-component system, or no methyl
methacrylate at all.

|C09J-004/00

Method for producing a grinding tool, and grinding tool
WO2022106040 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AUGUST RÜGGEBERG GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

B24D-003/06* |B24D-018/00 |

Inventors
SCHMITT, Fabian ([DE])
Priority data including date
WOEP2020/083079 2020-11-23 [2020WO-EP83079]
Application data including date
WOEP2020/083079 2020-11-23 [2020WO-EP83079]
Publication(s)
WO2022/106040

A1 2022-05-27

The invention relates to a method for producing a grinding
tool, in which a metal layer (3) is applied to an auxiliary body
(7). After separating the metal layer (3) from the auxiliary
body (7), the metal layer (3) is fixed to a tool base body.
Subsequently, a grinding layer is applied to the metal layer (3).
The method allows a simple and economical production of a
grinding tool that can be used without restriction in
lightweight construction.

Cabin substructure for a driver cabin of a motor vehicle, preferably a utility vehicle
WO2022106490 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

GENERAL DYNAMICS EUROPEAN LAND SYSTEMS-MOWAG

B62D-025/14* |B62D-033/06 |

GMBH ([CH])
Inventors
HALLER, Markus ([CH])
MERZ, Lukas ([CH])
Priority data including date
DE10 2020 130 430 2020-11-18 [2020DE-10130430]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/082035 2021-11-17 [2021WO-EP82035]
Publication(s)
WO2022/106490

A1 2022-05-27

The invention relates to a cabin substructure (1) for a driver
cabin (10) of a motor vehicle (100), preferably a utility vehicle
(120), comprising two vertical supports (2) extending in the
vehicle vertical direction and a transverse support unit (3)
which extends in the vehicle transverse direction and is
connected to the vertical supports (2). The transverse support
unit (3) is arranged at a distance to the upper and lower ends
of the vertical supports (2). The transverse support unit (3)
comprises a front support (13) which is curved in the forward
direction of travel of the vehicle (i.e. the front support is
convexly curved) and an integral support (23) which is curved
opposite the forward direction of travel of the vehicle (i.e. the
integral support is concavely curved) such that the front
support (13) and the integral support (23) define a support
area (33) between each other.

Brewing unit of a piston coffee machine, piston coffee machine comprising a brewing unit and
method for filling a brewing unit
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The invention relates to a brewing unit (1), in particular a
horizontally oriented brewing unit (1), of a piston coffee
machine, wherein the brewing unit (1) is designed having a
brewing slide (2) as a brewing chamber, a fill tray (3), a
machine frame having two base plates (5, 5a), two piston
units in the form of a showerhead (12) and a plunger (13), and
at least one drive motor, wherein the brewing unit (1) can be
moved into four brewing unit positions (A, B, C, D), with
brewing unit position (B) forming a first filling position of the
brewing unit (1) for supplying ground coffee (K) or cleaning
agents, characterised in that the brewing unit (1) has at least
one second filling position for supplying ground coffee or
cleaning agents in brewing unit positions (A, C, D). The
invention also relates to a piston coffee machine and to a
method for filling a brewing unit (1).

Battery cell closure strip for a battery cell of prismatic or of pouch-type design, and battery cell
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The invention relates to a battery cell closure strip for a
battery cell of prismatic or of pouch-type design, comprising
a main body having - a degassing duct which extends along
the vertical axis of the battery cell closure strip from an inner
side of the battery cell closure strip to the outer side of the
battery cell closure strip, wherein the degassing duct is closed
by means of a media-operated sealing element during regular
operation of the battery cell closure strip, the sealing element
opening the degassing duct when a predefined limit pressure
(Plim), acting on the sealing element, of the battery cell is
reached; and having - an emergency degassing duct which
has an opening cross section through which media can flow
that is at least 10 times larger than that of the degassing duct
and which is closed by means of a bursting valve which opens
the emergency degassing duct when a bursting pressure
(Pcrit), where Pcrit > Plim, acting on the bursting valve is
reached or exceeded. The invention further relates to battery
cells.
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The present application provides a data transmission method
and an electronic device, which relate to the technical field of
terminals, and are capable of unifying protocol standards,
simplifying data transmission processes between modules
and saving circuit area. The method comprises: a first
transmission unit packs, on a protocol layer of the first
transmission unit, data to be transmitted on an application
layer of the first transmission unit, and generates a data
packet. The data packet comprises data type information,
which is used for indicating an application scenario of the
data packet. The application scenario comprises any one of a
camera scenario, a display scenario and a storage scenario.
The first transmission unit transmits the data packet to a
physical layer of the first transmission unit by means of the
protocol layer of the first transmission unit. The first
transmission unit transmits the data packet to a second
transmission unit by means of the physical layer of the first
transmission unit.

Power supply, power supply method, and computer storage medium
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Disclosed in embodiments of the present application are a
power supply, a power supply method, and a computer
storage medium. The power supply comprises a rectifier
circuit and a valley-fill circuit, wherein the rectifier circuit is
used for voltage transformation of an input AC voltage to
obtain a first pulsating DC voltage; the valley-fill circuit
comprises at least one energy storage capacitor and is used
for storing energy by means of the at least one energy storage
capacitor when the first pulsating DC voltage output by the
rectifier circuit is in a first preset range and when the first
pulsating DC voltage output by the rectifier circuit is lower
than a preset threshold, providing energy by means of the at
least one energy storage capacitor to increase the valley
voltage of the first pulsating DC voltage, such that the stability
of the output voltage can be ensured by using a capacitor
valley-fill technology, in addition, the circuit is simple, the
reliability is high, and the volume of the power supply can be
reduced.

Highly effective acoustic shielding device for aerosols with regard to respiratory and skin
protection
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The invention relates to the design of acoustic shielding (A),
in which, by means of at least one piezoelectric actuator as
an acoustic source (3) (point source), an acoustic wave (4)
and thus a highly dynamic acoustic pressure field is
generated at an operating frequency of from 10 Hz to 10 MHz,
and particles, vapours, aerosols or pathogens (PDAK) are
selectively acoustically deflected by means of said field in an
efficient manner and thus a shielding effect is achieved. By
low-voltage excitation of control electronics (10) by means of,
inter alia, a voltage source (1) and a waveform generator (2),
the source (3), for example integrated in body protection
equipment (KSA), generates micro-vibrations and thus an
acoustic wave (4), the intensity of which is sufficient due to
interference in nodes (6), and effects the shielding (A) in
mutual cooperation. In an extended embodiment of the
device according to the invention, the source (3) is used to
distribute

biochemically

supporting

media

from

a

substantially liquid base (17), in particular disinfectants, in the
form of dispersed droplets, as an aerosol (20) in the
environment in the vicinity of the KSA.
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Waveguide based display device
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A wearable waveguide display having multiple input
projection arrays configured to project an image into a
waveguide via separate input couplers and project the image
via an output element. The wearable display can be
configured in a number of configurations that minimize
weight and maximize comfort and resolution of the projected
images. In some embodiments, the wearable waveguide
display includes a first microLED array which outputs light
into a first input coupler and a second microLED array which
outputs light into a second input coupler. The first input
coupler and the second input coupler both in couple light into
total internal reflection in a waveguide. The incoupled light is
outcoupled via an output optical element.
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Snap fit golf bag assembly
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Described herein is a golf bag with a sub-assembly and a
stand assembly that together form a carry bag. The subassembly can comprise a divider top, a base, a flat that
extends between the divider top and the base, and an outer
ring. The outer ring defines a recess configured to receive the
top surface of the mounting bracket. The recess comprises a
geometry complimentary to the top surface of the mounting
bracket. The top surface of the mounting bracket is received
by the complimentary geometry recess such that the flat is
positioned between the outer ring and the mounting bracket.
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A semi-submersible wind power platform (17) having a tower
(1) carrying a wind generator housed in a nacelle (2) and a
plurality of arms (6), the tower comprising a main float (5) and
each arm comprising a secondary float (12) to stabilize the
tower. Each arm (6) consists of a strut element (7) connected
between the tower (1) in a main position (10) and the
secondary float (12), a first catenary element (8) connected
between the secondary float (12) and a first position (13) of
the tower (1), and a second catenary element (9) connected
between the secondary float (12) and a second position (14)
of the tower (1).
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Irradiation strategy for the additive manufacturing of a component, and corresponding
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invention

A1 2022-05-12
relates

to

a

method

for

providing

manufacturing instructions for the additive manufacturing of
a component (10), wherein design vectors (Vr, Vc) for a layer
(L) that is to be additively manufactured for the component
(10), forming an at least partially rotation-symmetrical
pattern, are defined, and wherein individual design vectors
(Vr) of the pattern extend radially and converge to a common
center point (M). The invention also relates to a
correspondingly manufactured component (10) and to a
computer program product.
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Projectile construction, launcher, and launcher accessory
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A launcher and projectile system include at least one magnet
disposed on or within the launcher for charging a wire coil of
the projectile to energize the projectile, thereafter having a
housing of the projectile rupture, disintegrate, separate or
otherwise have an opening created therein after launch to
release a payload. In another embodiment, an accessory for
a launcher and projectile is provided, the accessory
comprising a magnet for charging a projectile that is launched
by the launcher. The strength of magnetic field of the magnet
may be adjusted for selective performance of the projectile.
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Systems, devices, and methods for a sensor pair (202), where
the sensor pair (202) comprises: an emissions sensor (102)
configured to generate trace gas data; a wind sensor (802)
configured to generate wind data, where the wind data
comprises wind speed and wind direction; and a position data
(808), where the position data comprises a location
corresponding to the generated trace gas data and generated
wind data.
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Provided is a prosthesis socket comprising: an inner shell that
is

substantially

bowl-shaped

and

that

adaptively

accommodates a prescribed amputation site; and an outer
shell that has a shape which is independent from the inner
shell and that extends so as to encompass a portion or the
entirety of the inner shell from the edge of the bowl-shaped
opening of the inner shell.
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The present invention discloses a lithium-ion battery
comprising a lithium nickel cobalt aluminium oxide material
as a cathode and a composite of mesoporous carbon
microbeads and nano silicon as an anode. The ratio of an
energy storage material, a conductive agent and a binder is
varied, depending on the type of electrode. The cathode has a
ratio of lithium nickel cobalt aluminium oxide material to
carbon material to polyvinylidene fluoride of 90-98 to 1-5 to 15 parts by weight, respectively, whereas the anode has a ratio
of the composite of mesoporous carbon microbeads and
nano silicon to carbon material to carboxymethyl cellulose to
styrene butadiene rubber of 85-99.7 to 0.1-5 to 0.1-5 to 0.1-5
parts by weight, respectively.
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Capture system adapted to capture space objects, in particular for recovery or deorbiting
purposes
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There is described a capture system (100) adapted to capture
a target space object (SO), comprising a plurality of
articulated arms (100A-D) configured to be deployable from a
stowed configuration to a deployed configuration to perform
capture of the target space object (SO). Each articulated arm
(100A-D) includes a plurality of articulated arm segments
(101, 102, 103) including a first articulated arm segment (101)
coupled at a proximal end (101a) to a spacecraft (1000) or to
a platform deployable from said spacecraft (1000) via a first
pivoting joint (101 J) and at least a second articulated arm
segment (102) coupled at a proximal end (102a) to a distal
end (101b) of the first articulated arm segment (101) via a
second pivoting joint (102J). According to one aspect of the
invention, the plurality of articulated arm segments (101, 102,
103) are nestable one within the other, in the stowed
configuration, such that the first and second articulated arm
segments (101, 102) are intertwined.
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The front vehicle module (4) has a loading compartment
cavity (41) with a receiving area for loading objects, in
particular luggage. The loading compartment cavity (41) has
an opening, a base, and a wall arranged between the opening
and the base. A front reinforcement structure (42) which
extends in a transverse direction (Y) transversely to the drive
direction is installed on the loading compartment cavity,
preferably molded thereon, on the face of the loading
compartment cavity (41) positioned at the front in the drive
direction (X) Furthermore, the wall additionally has at least
one lateral reinforcement structure (48), which is connected
to the wall or is molded thereon and which differs from the
front reinforcement structure (42), at least on the faces of the
loading compartment cavity lying opposite one another in the
transverse direction (Y).
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The invention relates to a battery shell having at least one
fluid channel formed monolithically together with the battery
shell, a traction battery having same battery shell and a motor
vehicle having same battery shell. The invention also relates
to a tool for producing precisely this monolithic battery shell
and to a method for producing the monolithic battery shell.
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Use of a plasma polymer layer as a separating layer for
separating the mold from the cast piece in non-ferrous metal
casting, the plasma polymer layer comprising silicon,
hydrogen and carbon.
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The invention relates to a differential assembly comprising: a
differential housing which is suitable for supporting at least
one shaft having a gear; a rolling bearing which is suitable for
mounting the shaft and is held in the differential housing; and
a cover which is fixed to the differential housing and fixes the
bearing to the differential housing; wherein the differential
housing is designed to be connected to a lubricant supply,
and wherein a circumferential first lubricant channel is
formed on one side of the rolling bearing in the differential
housing, and a further circumferential second lubricant
channel is formed on the other side of the rolling bearing
between the cover and the rolling bearing, and an inner third
lubricant channel is formed in the differential housing, which
third lubricant channel extends from the second lubricant
channel within a wall of the differential housing as far as an
inside of the differential housing such that lubricant flows
from the first lubricant channel through the rolling bearing
into the second lubricant channel and then through the third
lubricant channel and arrives in the interior of the differential
housing.
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Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for producing a battery shell and method for
producing a battery shell
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The invention relates to a battery shell comprising at least one
inner stiffening means and/or at least one outer stiffening
means, which are configured to stiffen the battery shell and
to protect a designed battery module from an outer impact.
The invention also relates to a traction battery comprising
said battery shell and to a motor vehicle comprising said
battery shell. Furthermore, the invention relates to a tool for
producing said battery shell and to a method for producing
the battery shell.
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Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for producing a battery shell and method for
producing a battery shell
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The invention relates to a battery shell having a first fluid
channel and/or a second fluid channel and at least one inner
stiffening means, the first fluid channel and/or the second
fluid channel (120) extending through the battery shell, the
first fluid channel and/or the second fluid channel extending
at least in regions in the inner stiffening means. The invention
also relates to a traction battery having same battery shell
and to a motor vehicle having same battery shell. The
invention also relates to a tool for producing precisely this
battery shell and to a method for producing the battery shell.
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The invention relates to a process for producing foam panels for the production of foam films consisting of a polymer having
a glass transition temperature Tg of at least 100°C, characterized in that the average cell diameter measured according to
the standard ASTM D 3576 is between 20 µm and 250 µm and less than 20 cells having a diameter > 260 µm are present per
m2 and the elongation at break of the foam is 4%-13% measured according to ASTM D 638.

Rotor for a permanent magnet synchronous machine, and permanent magnet synchronous
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The invention relates to a rotor (1) for a permanent magnet
synchronous machine, comprising a laminated core having
recesses (7, 8) in which respective permanent magnets (9,
10) are received. The recess (7, 8) has a first end region (11)
which is closer to an axis of rotation of the rotor (1) than a
second end region (12). The permanent magnets (9, 10) are
arranged in recesses (7, 8) which are adjacent to one another
and of which the first end regions (11) are closer to one
another in the circumferential direction of the rotor (1) than
the second end regions (12), and this arrangement is such
that similar poles (N) of the permanent magnets (9, 10) face
one another. The rotor (1) has at least one holding part (14)
by means of which a first portion (15) of the laminated core
is coupled to a second portion (16) of the laminated core. The
holding part (14) has a lower magnetic conductivity than a
subregion of the laminated core, the volume of which is equal
to a volume of the holding part (14). The invention also relates
to a permanent magnet synchronous machine.
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An optical imaging system (10), an image capturing device
(100) and an electronic device (1000). The optical imaging
system (10) sequentially comprises, from the object side to
the image side along the light axis (LA): a prism (L0); a
diaphragm (STO); a first lens (L1) having positive refractive
power, the object side (S4) of the first lens (L1) at the near
optical axis being a convex surface; a second lens (L2) having
refractive power; a third lens (L3) having refractive power; a
fourth lens (L4) having refractive power; a fifth lens (L5)
having refractive power; and a sixth lens (L6) having refractive
power. The optical imaging system (10) satisfies the
following

relational

expression:

10≤f*IMGH/Y62≤25.

According to the optical imaging system (10), the electronic
device (1000) loaded with the optical imaging system (10)
satisfies lightweight design. Moreover, large aperture design
is adopted, the refractive power is reasonably distributed, to
achieve the telephoto function. The optical sensitivity of the
optical imaging system (10) is lower, and the imaging quality
is better. In addition, longer focal length and miniaturization
can be balanced, to ensure larger imaging surface and larger
light receiving area, thereby improving overall imaging
brightness.
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A panel for forming part of a frame of a building structure,
comprising: (a) an opposed pair of longitudinally extending
beams; (b) spaced apart transverse joists interconnecting the
beams; and (c) a layer of lightweight insulation material
underlying the joists.
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The invention relates to an electric motor (1), comprising a
Stator (2) with windings which comprise a first winding
overhang side (2 a) and a second winding overhang side (2 b),
a rotor (3) with a shaft (4), a housing (5) having A first bearing
plate (a) and a second bearing plate (B), an impeller (R) which
is arranged in the interior of the housing (5) axially with
respect to the shaft (4) and is designed to generate a negative
pressure (P1), wherein a suction opening (6) is arranged in the
housing (5) between the first end shield (A) and the first
cooling head side (2 a) of the stator (2) in such a way that a
cooling medium (L) flows from outside the housing (5) as a
result of the negative pressure (P1) past the first winding
head side (2 a) into an air gap (8) between the Stator (2) and
the rotor (3), furthermore, a blow-out opening (7) is arranged
in the housing (5) in such a way that the cooling medium (L)
flows out of the housing (5) out of the air gap (8) past the
second winding overhang side (2 b).

Thread structure
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The invention relates to a thread structure (1) having thread
bundles (2, 3, 4); (2 ', 3', 4 '); (2 ", 3", 4 ") which are laid parallel
to one another, are composed of individual threads (5) and
are laid so as to cross one another, forming distances from
the respectively adjacent thread bundle which are formed
transversely with respect to their respective laying direction,
wherein only the thread bundles (2,3,4); (2 ',3',4'); (2 ",3",4 ") are
provided with a thermoplastic matrix (6) in the manner of a
composite material, leaving free the spacings (7, 8)
therebetween. The invention also relates to a prepreg end
product comprising holes defined by longitudinal and
transverse dimensions which are located between the
individual thread bundles (2, 3, 4); (2 ', 3', 4'); (2 ", 3", 4 ").
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The present invention is directed to an exhaust vent assembly
including a sleeve, a neck, a damper in the neck, a cap
attached to the neck and a collar. The exhaust vent assembly
may be configured without any tools and without any
penetrative fasteners. The invention is further directed to a
utility termination for HVAC line sets, electrical wires or the
like. The utility termination includes a plastic sleeve, a plastic
cover and a cap. The components for utility terminations may
also be used to fabricate the exhaust vent.
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Floor or wall panel and method of producing a floor or wall panel
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A floor or wall panel comprising a frame made of profiled
metal or timber sheet, joists made of profiled metal or timber
sheet that connect opposite sides of the frame, wherein voids
are present between the joists, a shield made of a metal or
timber sheet spaced apart from a fire side of the joists,
wherein a clearance is defined between a fire side of the joists
and the shield, spacer elements arranged within the clearance
between the joists and the shield, and a hardened mineral
foam that fills the voids between the joists and that fills the
clearance.
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Dashboard crossbeam
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Provided is an instrument panel cross member (100) for a
vehicle, comprising: a cross member body (102) made of
plastic and comprising a first end (104) and a second end
(106), the first end (104) and the second end (106) being
adapted to connect with left and right side wall sheet metal
panels of the vehicle, respectively; a first structural member
(128) made of metal and provided within the cross member
body (102); and a first bracket (108) and a second bracket
(110) provided in the middle of the cross member body (102)
and adapted to support the central console of the vehicle, the
first bracket (108) being closer to the first end (104) of the
cross member body (102) than the second bracket (110);
wherein the first structural member (128) extends from the
first end (104) of the cross member body (102) along the
longitudinal direction of the cross member body (102), and
has a first end (129) and a second end (131), the first end
(129) of the first structural member (128) being located at the
first end (104) of the cross member body (102), the second
end (131) of the first structural member (128) being located
between the first bracket (108) and the second bracket (110);
the instrument panel cross member (100) features higher
mechanical performance, lower manufacturing cost, smaller
size and lighter weight, and is easy to manufacture.
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We propose a passive elastic teeter bearing (3c) for a rotor
(3b), particularly in an aircraft, comprising, rotatably arranged
on an rotational axis (RA) of said rotor (3b):a teeter beam (3d),
configured for attaching thereto a rotor (3b) having at least
two rotor blades (3b1, 3b2), either as separate blade parts or
in one piece, said teeter beam (3d) being devised for
performing a teetering motion with respect to said rotational
axis (RA) and having at least two pairs of first lugs (3j1, 3j2)
arranged at opposite ends thereof at a distance with respect
to said rotational axis (RA);a hub piece (3f) located below said
teeter beam (3d), said hub piece (3f) having at least two arms
(3g1, 3g2) that extend outwardly in a radial direction with
respect to said rotational axis (RA), each of said arms (3g1,
3g2) having a second lug (3k) arranged at said distance with
respect to said rotational axis (RA);wherein each one of said
second lugs (3k) is located between the two lugs of a
respective pair of first lugs (3j1, 3j2), and respective
connecting pins (3n) pass through said first and second lugs
(3j1, 3j2, 3k) on either side of said rotational axis (RA);
andwherein a pair of elastic bushings (3l1, 3l2) are arranged
on each of said connecting pins (3n) between a first one of
said first lugs (3j1) and said second lug (3k) and between a
second one of said first lugs (3j2) an said second lug (3k),
respectively.
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Ink composition for 3d printing, process for making a ceramic green body by 3d printing, and
process for making a sintered ceramic component part
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The present disclosure relates to an ink composition for 3D printing, the ink composition comprising non-oxide ceramic
particles, a liquid, and two additives selected from one of the following combinations:(i) a first additive and a second
additive,(ii) a first additive and a third additive,(iii) a second additive and a third additive,and wherein the first additive is a
polysaccharide, a polypeptide, or a combination thereof, and wherein the second additive is polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), a
polyvinyl acetal, a polyether, a polyacrylate, a polycarboxylate, a polyvinyl ester, a polyester, a formaldehyde resin, a
polyurethane, a polysiloxane, or a combination thereof, and wherein the third additive is a lubricant or a tenside, or a
combination thereof.The present disclosure further relates to a process for making a ceramic green body by 3D printing and
to a process for making a sintered ceramic component part.
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The invention relates to a visualization device (10) for at least
one protected field (26) of at least one safe sensor (22) which
secures a machine (18), in particular a robot or robot arm, by
monitoring the protected field (26), wherein the visualization
apparatus (10) has a display (12) and a control and evaluation
unit (14) which is designed to generate a graphical
representation of the protected field (26) and to present the
graphical representation on the display (12). The sensor (22)
is mounted on a movable machine part of the machine (18) in
such a way that it moves with it, and the control and
evaluation unit (14) is also designed to determine a Pose of
the sensor (22) in relation to the visualisation device (10) and
to adapt the graphic representation of the protected field (26)
to the Pose.
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The invention relates to a wing spar structure 210 of an
aircraft 100. The wing spar structure comprises a left spar
214 associated to a left wing 202b of the aircraft and a right
spar 212 associated to a right wing 202a of the aircraft. Each
spar 212, 214 has a web portion 230 extending in a
substantially vertical direction v and at least one spar cap 232,
232a, 232b extending in a substantially orthogonal to the web
portion 230. According to a first aspect of the invention, said
left spar 214 is connected to said right spar 212 by
connecting the spar cap 232b of the left spar 214 to the spar
cap 232a of the right spar 212 at a spar connection portion
240, 240a, 240b. According to a second aspect of the
invention, said left spar 214 is connected to said right spar
212 in a fuselage region 224 at a spar connection portion 240,
240a, 240b and a height 234 of the web portion 230 in vertical
direction v increases towards the spar connection portion
240, 240a, 240b.
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Liner for a cargo and/or accessory compartment of an aircraft, aircraft with such a liner and
method of lining a cargo and/or accessory compartment of an aircraft
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The invention provides a liner for a cargo and/or accessory
compartment (2) of an aircraft, wherein the liner is fireresistant and gas tight to the extent of fire starving capability
and keeps smoke emissions to a neglectable level in terms of
flight safety, the liner comprising a bag (3) of fire-resistant
and gas tight flexible fabric. The invention also provides an
aircraft with such a liner. Furthermore, the invention provides
a method of lining a cargo and/or accessory compartment of
an aircraft with a liner, comprising the steps of preassembling
a liner according to the present invention, folding the
preassembled liner, placing the folded liner inside a fuselage
structure of the aircraft, unfolding the liner and attaching the
liner to the fuselage structure of the aircraft.

Mobile crane with foldable walkway
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The invention relates to a mobile crane, in particular a crawler
crane, comprising an undercarriage with a running gear and
an upper carriage which is mounted rotatably on the
undercarriage and has a pivotable jib. [0003] 2. At least two
platforms, via which the superstructure can be walked on, are
permanently arranged laterally on the superstructure.
According to the invention, the platforms each comprise a
floor and a railing, which can be moved from a transport
position, in which they bear against the superstructure, into a
working position, in which the floors can be walked on and
secured by the railing, and vice versa.

Window or door frame with sliding elements and gluing thereof to masonry and mounting
method for same
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1. Window or door frame with sliding elements and their
adhesion to masonry and method of assembly. Differently
designed devices for aligning and sealing window or door
frames are known. The problem is that the windows become
heavier and heavier due to the statutory/legal requirements of
energy savings (e.g. triple glazing is state of the art). The
masonry consists of increasingly lighter bricks with more air
pores because of the better thermal insulation. 2.2 In order to
configure a blind or door frame in such a way that, on the one
hand, it can be produced cost-effectively and, on the other
hand, permits a reduction in the assembly work for aligning
and sealing and a secure fastening of the blind or door frame
in the reveal on site, characterized in that the frame (R) can
be introduced into a gap between an embrasure (L) of a wall
opening and the window sash or the door frame can be
introduced into a gap between an embrasure (L) of a wall
opening and the door and can be fixed in the masonry of the
wall (W), in order to align and seal the door or the window (F),
the latter has at least one sliding element (S) which is
arranged on one side parallel to the reveal (L) and has a
sealing element (D) which is connected thereto in a forcefitting or form-fitting manner and is intended for sealing
between the frame (R) and sliding element (S), which is
approximately equal in length to the respective frame part and
to the reveal length on this side, the frame (R) having means
(KS) for manually displacing the sliding element (S) for reveal
(L) and clamping the frame (R) in the reveal (L), the frame (R)

E06B-001/62
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being designed as means (KS) for manually displacing the
sliding element (S), which are arranged at a distance from one
another and which are designed to press on the sliding
element (S) on the side facing away from the reveal (L) when
manually actuated, and wherein the sliding element (S) has a
construction adhesive (B) on the side facing the reveal (L).

Moulding, upholstery material, core layer and method for manufacturing a moulding
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The invention relates to a moulded part and a method for
producing a moulded part consisting of a flat fibre material
(4) into which contour elements (2) projecting from a plane of
the fibre material (4) are moulded by means of a compression
drawing method, wherein in the compression drawing
process the fibre material (4) is clamped during the
compression drawing in a fold holder acted upon by a force
and, to the extent that it is separated from the fibre material
by means of a relief cut, is drawn into a drawing gap between
a drawing sleeve, which has the shape of the contour element
(2), and a punch, wherein the dimension of the drawing gap is
smaller than the thickness of the fibre material (4), so that
compression of the fibre material (4) occurs in the drawing
gap. According to the invention, the moulded part (1)
comprises a plurality of contour elements (2) which remain at
least partially connected to the surrounding fibre material (4).
The invention also relates to a cushioning means and a core
layer of a sandwich material.
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The invention relates to a method for providing production
instructions for the additive production of a component (10),
wherein construction vectors (Vr, Vc) for a layer (L) to be
produced additively for the component (10), forming an at
least partially rotationally symmetrical pattern, and wherein
individual construction vectors (Vr) of the pattern run radially
and converge to a common centre point (M). The invention
also relates to a correspondingly produced component (10)
and to a computer program product.
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Smart support arm for head surgery with touch sensitive control
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The invention relates to a holding arm (1) for medical
purposes, in particular for holding surgical mechatronic
assistance systems and/or surgical instruments, comprising
a proximal end (2) for fixing the holding arm (1) to a base and
a distal end (4) for receiving a surgical mechatronic
assistance system and/or surgical instrument; at least a first
and a second arm segment (12, 14), wherein the first arm
segment (12) is connected to a first joint (13) and the second
arm segment (14) is connected to a second joint (15), wherein
each joint (13, 15) is releasable and lockable. According to the
invention, an operating device (28) is provided for bringing the
holding arm (1) into a desired Pose, wherein the operating
device (28) is configured to release the associated joint (13,
15) when an operator contacts one of the first and second
arm segments (12, 14). The invention also relates to a
corresponding method.
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Electric machine with cooling jacket around the outside
EP3996256 A1
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The invention relates to an electric machine (1, 1 a)
comprising a first bearing plate (6, 6 a) and a second bearing
plate (7, 7 a), a second bearing plate (8, 8 a) arranged between
the two bearing plates (6, 6 a, 7, 6 a, 7, 7 a) and having a
laminated stator core (10) and stator windings (11) arranged
therein, and a rotor (3) which is arranged in the Stator (5) and
has a rotor shaft (2, 2 a) which is rotatably mounted in the two
end plates (6, 6 a, 7 a). The electric machine (1, 1 a) also
comprises a stator casing (8, 8 a) which is arranged around
the circumference of the Stator (5), is mounted on the two
bearing plates (6, 6 a, 7 a) and is spaced apart from the Stator
(5) at any point. The invention also relates to a vehicle (15)
comprising such an electric machine (1, 1 a).

Flexible display device
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The present disclosure provides a flexible display device,
including: a flexible display panel; a flexible battery arranged
at a side of the flexible display panel away from a light
emitting surface; a heat dissipation assembly including a first
heat dissipation sheet, the first heat dissipation sheet being
arranged at a side of the flexible battery facing or away from
the flexible display panel, and the first heat dissipation sheet
having a bendable area. Therefore, the flexibility of the entire
display device is realized, the local temperature of the battery
can also be reduced, and the local temperature of the battery
is prevented from being too high, which solves the heat
dissipation problem of the flexible battery.
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Agricultural commercial vehicle with a side stabilizer
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The invention relates to an agricultural utility vehicle (10)
having an axle housing (32) for a rear axle and having a
bearing bracket (46) for movably mounting a side stabilizer
(48) which, in the operating installation position, brings about
a mechanical coupling of the bearing bracket (46) to a rear
power lift of the utility vehicle (10), wherein the bearing
bracket (46) - extends at least partially along a vehicle
longitudinal direction (38), - is fixedly connected to the axle
housing (32) in a mutual fastening region (56), and - is
connected to connecting means (60, 62) at a distance from
the fastening region (56) in the vehicle longitudinal direction
(38). The connecting means (60, 62) comprising - high
connecting means (60) which extend at least partially along a
vehicle vertical direction (40) for connecting the bearing
bracket (46) to a connecting point (72) of the axle housing
(32), and/or - transverse connecting means (62) which extend
at least partially along a vehicle transverse direction (42) for
connecting the bearing bracket (46) to a connecting bearing
(78) which is fixedly connected to a supporting structure of
the utility vehicle (10).
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Capacitive discharge welding of foreign metals
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A method of joining a first part of an automotive component
made of a first material to a second part of the automotive
component made of a second material, comprising the steps
of: machining a joint surface on each of the first and second
parts of the automotive component, cleaning the joint
surfaces of each of the first and second parts of the
automotive component, Disposing a metal filler between the
joint surfaces of the first and second parts of the automotive
component, holding the first and second parts together with
the metal filler disposed between the joint surfaces of the first
and second parts, the metal filler and the second part to melt
the metal filler and weld the first part to the second part.

Vehicle roof with painted rigid roof module
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A vehicle roof is proposed, comprising a base structure and a
rigid roof panel (28 A, 28B, 28C, 28 D) which is fastened to the
base structure and which is a composite component which
has at least one structural layer (32), which is a fibre matrix
layer, and a design lacquer (44) which forms a visible surface
on an outer side of the structural layer (32), wherein the
composite component has a processing edge (34) which is
provided with a sealing lacquer (36) which is covered by the
design lacquer (44).
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The invention relates to a hydroelectric turbine for converting
the kinetic energy of flowing water into mechanical rotational
energy. The hydropower turbine has a rotor which is mounted
rotatably in a housing (2) through which flow can pass and
which has a helically wound, band-shaped rotor blade (1). The
hydro-power turbine is suitable in particular for generating
electricity or for the direct drive of working machines during
operation in flat flow runs or in the outflow region of outflow
basins.
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The invention relates to a method and a system for paying for
operating materials when refueling vehicles. The method
comprises the steps (S101) of activating a digital application
on a digital terminal in or on a vehicle; determining (S102) a
first value for a quantity of the recorded operating medium;
determining (S103) a second value for the quantity of the
received fuel by a delivery device; comparing (S104) the first
and second values; and sending (S105) release data for
payment of the fuel, if the first and second values match, to
the digital application. The invention also relates to a system
for transmitting payment data when refueling vehicles with
operating materials.
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The invention relates to an unrollable and rollable blind
arrangement (1) consisting of solar cells (3) or rectangular
strip modules on optionally different support materials, so
that the blind arrangement can be unrollable and rollable as a
canopy. The aim of the invention is to create a novel
connecting structure for an extendable and retractable blind
arrangement, whereby the solar cells (3) are subjected to as
little bending stresses as possible. The louvre arrangement
according to the invention consists of coupled solar cells or
of rectangular strip modules which are covered with solar
cells and are reinforced and reinforced with a rear-side
material. One row, two rows or a plurality of rows of solar cells
arranged next to one another are connected to one another in
such a way that the maximum possible area coverage with
active photovoltaic solar cell material takes place. In order to
permit maximum stability of the blind arrangement and
uniform rolling up, edge strips are arranged on the outer sides
of the blind arrangement and one or more middle strips are
arranged between the solar cells or rectangular strip modules,
depending on the size of the entire blind arrangement.
According to the invention, the solar cells 3 or equally
dimensioned strip-rectangular modules 2 are connected to
one another by means of intermediate strips 16 which are
flexible or provided with joints and serve as connections and
which widen forward in the direction of the front rail 7, or are
arranged distributed on awning fabric webs or awning
membranes. Or in another embodiment of the invention, the
width of the solar cells or the width of the rectangular strip
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modules, viewed from the armour shaft to the front rail, are
each designed to increase in a staggered manner, so that in
the wound state the solar cells or rectangular strip modules
always lie on top of one another over the entire surface on the
armour shaft.
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The invention relates to a component composite (10), in
particular for motor vehicle applications, comprising a first
component (12) consisting of metal and having a first contact
surface (14), wherein the first contact surface (14) has a
surface structure (22), and having a second component (20)
which is composed of plastic and has a second contact
surface (18), wherein a medium (15) for the cohesive
connection is arranged between the two contact surfaces (14,
18).
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for filling a brewing unit
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A brewing unit (1), in particular a horizontally oriented brewing
unit (1), of a piston coffee machine, wherein the brewing unit
(1) is provided with a brewing carriage (2) as brewing
chamber, a filling bowl (3), a machine frame with two base
plates (5, 5 a), two piston units in the form of a douche (12)
and a plunger (13), and at least one drive motor, wherein the
brewing unit (1) can be moved into four brewing unit positions
(A, B, C, D), wherein the brewing unit position (B) forms a first
filling position of the brewing unit (1) for supplying coffee
powder (K) or cleaning agents, characterized in that the
brewing unit (1) has at least one second filling position for
supplying coffee powder or cleaning agents in the brewing
unit position (A, C, D). The invention relates to a coffee piston
machine and a method for filling a brewing unit (1).
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Air inlet device (1) for a cooling system (101) for cooling a
drive device (102) of a vehicle (100) and in particular of a
commercial vehicle (120). The air intake device (1) comprises
an intake unit (2) arranged in a vehicle outer skin (103) for the
intake of cooling air. In this case, the inlet unit (2) has an air
guiding device (4) with a plurality of air guiding lamellae (5)
for the targeted guidance of the inflowing cooling air. For this
purpose, the air guide vanes (5) run in the vertical direction of
the vehicle and each have a defined angle of incidence (6)
with respect to the longitudinal direction of the vehicle.
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Cab substructure for a driver's cab of a motor vehicle and preferably of a commercial vehicle
DE102020130430 A1
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A1 2022-05-19

Cab substructure (1) for a driver's cab (10) of a motor vehicle
(100) and preferably of a commercial vehicle (120),
comprising two vertical members (2) extending in the vertical
direction of the vehicle and a transverse member unit (3)
extending in the transverse direction of the vehicle and
connected to the vertical members (2). The transverse beam
unit (3) is arranged at a distance from the upper and lower
ends of the vertical beams (2). The transverse support unit (3)
comprises a front support (13) which is curved (namely
convex) in the direction of forward travel of the vehicle and an
integral support (23) which is curved (namely concave)
counter to the direction of forward travel of the vehicle, so that
the front support (13) and the integral support (23) define a
support space (33) between them.

|

Visualizing a protected field
DE102020129823 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification
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Inventors
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A1 2022-05-12

The invention relates to a visualization device (10) for at least
one protected field (26) of at least one safe sensor (22) which
secures a machine (18), in particular a robot or robot arm, by
monitoring the protected field (26), wherein the visualization
apparatus (10) has a display (12) and a control and evaluation
unit (14) which is designed to generate a graphical
representation of the protected field (26) and to present the
graphical representation on the display (12). The sensor (22)
is mounted on a movable machine part of the machine (18) in
such a way that it moves with it, and the control and
evaluation unit (14) is also designed to determine a Pose of
the sensor (22) in relation to the visualisation device (10) and
to adapt the graphic representation of the protected field (26)
to the Pose.

G05B-2219/40478
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Support component for a motor vehicle body
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The invention relates to a support component (1) for a motor
vehicle body, comprising at least two support elements (3, 4)
which are joined to each other and surround a support cavity
(10). In order to create a support component (1) in which a
particularly simple and cost-effective production is possible,
one of the support elements is embodied as a flat shell
element (3) and the other of the support elements is
embodied as a framework (4).

Electric machine with a cooling jacket on the peripheral side
DE102020214044 A1
Current assignees
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The invention relates to an electric machine (1, 1 a)
comprising a first bearing plate (6, 6 a) and a second bearing
plate (7, 7 a), a second bearing plate (8, 8 a) arranged between
the two bearing plates (6, 6 a, 7, 6 a, 7, 7 a) and having a
laminated stator core (10) and stator windings (11) arranged
therein, and a rotor (3) which is arranged in the Stator (5) and
has a rotor shaft (2, 2 a) which is rotatably mounted in the two
end plates (6, 6 a, 7 a). The electric machine (1, 1 a) also
comprises a stator casing (8, 8 a) which is arranged around
the circumference of the Stator (5), is mounted on the two
bearing plates (6, 6 a, 7 a) and is spaced apart from the Stator
(5) at any point. The invention also relates to a vehicle (15)
comprising such an electric machine (1, 1 a).

Bicycle stand with adjustable friction
DE102020129593 A1
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Bicycle stand (10) for supporting a bicycle in its upright
parking position on a parking surface, having a stand arm (20)
which is mounted in a bearing block (30) so as to be pivotable
about a pivot axis (40), having a freewheel arrangement (50)
functionally assigned to the pivot axis (40), having a
freewheel body (51) which runs freely in the pivoting-in
direction (ES) of the stand arm (20) and blocks it in the
pivoting-out direction (AS), and having a friction element (60)
which is assigned frictionally to the freewheel body (51) in
such a way that the resistance during the pivoting-out
movement of the stator arm (20) by the freewheel body (51)
which is locked in the pivoting-out direction (AS) is increased
with respect to the pivoting-in movement on account of the
friction between the freewheel body (51) and the friction
element (60).

Mobile crane with a jib system
DE102020129454 A1
Current assignees
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The invention relates to a mobile crane (1) which comprises
a superstructure (5) with a jib system (6) which has a main jib
(7) with a jib head (8), in particular a jib which is mounted in a
tiltable manner on the superstructure (5), and a tiltable
additional jib (10) and at least one luffing support (14 a) which
is supported in the region of a luffing axis (A2) of the
additional jib (10). At least one guy support (13) of the boom
system (6) is arranged in such a way that a traction means
(12) extending from the superstructure (5) and/or from a
counterweight on the one hand and connected to the
additional boom (10) on the other hand is guided over the at
least one guy support (13) and the at least one luffing support
(14 a). In order to obtain a longer design of the boom system
(6) with the highest possible permissible load, a main boom
extension (9) is incorporated between the boom head (8) and
the additional boom (10), the at least one guy support (13)
being supported in the region of the boom head (8) and/or the
main boom extension (9).

|B66C-023/70/3

|B66C-2700/0392
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Chassis construction for a commercial vehicle
DE102020129504 A1
Current assignees
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Inventors
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The present invention relates to a chassis construction (20)
for a commercial vehicle with a front front end assembly (22)
and a rear chassis (21), wherein in the rear chassis (21), run
in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle and are arranged
parallel to and at a distance from one another, it being
possible for at least axle brackets (12) for receiving vehicle
axles to be fastened to the longitudinal members (10, 10.1). It
is essential to the invention that the longitudinal members
(10, 10.1) can be assembled from a plurality of profile parts
(1, 2, 3), with at least one first profile part (1) as web and at
least one second profile part (2) and a third profile part (3),
wherein the second profile part (2) and the third profile part
(3) are configured in the form of angle profiles, wherein in the
assembled version of the longitudinal member, in which the
second profile part (2) and the third profile part (3) are
connected to the first profile part (1) at least in a force-fitting
and/or form-fitting manner, at least the second profile part (2)
forms the upper chord or the lower chord of the longitudinal
members (10, 10.1), and at least the third profile part (3)
forms the lower chord or the upper chord of the longitudinal
members (10, 10.1).

Window or door frame with displaceable clamping strips and applied sealing layer
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<?claim?>
Window (F) having a window frame (R) and a window leaf or
a door having a door frame and a door leaf, wherein the
window frame (R) or the door frame can be introduced into a
gap between a reveal (L) of a wall opening and the frame (R)
and can be fixed in the masonry of the wall (W), characterized
in thatFor aligning and sealing the door or the window (F), the
latter has at least one sliding element (S), which is arranged
on one side parallel to the reveal (L) and has a sealing element
(D), which is connected thereto in a force-fitting or form-fitting
manner, for sealing between the frame (R) and sliding
element (S), which is approximately of the same length as the
respective frame part and as the reveal length on this side,
and in that the frame (R) has means (KS) for manually
displacing the sliding element (S) for revealing (L) and
clamping the frame (R) in the reveal (L).

|
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Structure of a rear portion of a side sill of a vehicle
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A structure in embodiment comprises: an outer panel (10) of
a side sill (100), an outer reinforcing member (30) of a rear
portion of the side sill (100) connected to an outer side of the
outer panel (10) of the side sill (100), an inner panel (20) of
the rear portion of the side sill (100) connected to an inner
side of the outer panel (10) of the side sill (100) and an inner
reinforcement member (40) of the rear portion of the side sill
(100), which is connected to an outer side of the inner panel
(20) of the rear portion of the side sill (100) and is aligned with
the outer reinforcing element (30) of the rear portion of the
side sill (100), such that a portion of the inner reinforcement
member (40) of the rear portion of the side sill (100) is
connected to the outer reinforcement member (30) of the rear
portion of the side sill.

|B62D-025/02/5
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Battery arrangement for a motor vehicle and motor vehicle
DE102020129005 A1
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The invention relates to a battery arrangement (10) for a
motor vehicle, wherein the battery arrangement (10) has at
least one first battery cell (14) with a cell housing (16) and a
carrier (20), on which the first battery cell (14) is arranged,
wherein at least the first battery cell (14) is displaceable with
respect to the carrier (20) when subjected to a predetermined
minimum force. In this case, the battery arrangement (10) has
at least one structural device (36) which is arranged and
designed in such a way that a proportion of a force acting on
the structural device (36) in the direction of the first battery
cell (14), at least if the force exceeds a threshold value, can
be transmitted to the battery cell (14) and in the process can
be distributed to a specific region of the cell housing (16).
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Actuator for motor vehicle applications
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The invention relates to an actuating drive for motor vehicle
applications, in particular a linear actuating drive for motor
vehicle locks, car filler flaps, electric motor vehicle charging
devices, motor vehicle mirrors, motor vehicle seats or the like.
[0003] 2. The actuating drive is equipped with an electric
motor (4) arranged in a drive housing (9) and, if appropriate, a
gear mechanism (5, 6) arranged downstream. The invention
also relates to a spindle (3) which can be impinged upon by
the electric motor (4) and the optional transmission (5, 6) and
to a spindle nut (2) which interacts with the spindle (3) in order
to drive an adjusting element (1). In addition, a restoring
spring (8) assigned to the spindle (3) and arranged in a spring
housing (7) is also provided. According to the invention, the
spring housing (7) has at least one external stop (10) which
interacts with a counter-stop (11) on or in the drive housing
(9) in order to set a prestress of the restoring spring (8).

|B60K-015/05

Front end module and vehicle with front end module
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The front end module has a loading space trough with a
receiving space for items of cargo, in particular luggage. The
loading space trough has an opening, a floor and a wall
arranged between the opening and the floor, a front
reinforcing structure extending in a transverse direction
transversely to the direction of travel being attached,
preferably integrally formed, to the loading space trough on
the front side of the loading space trough located in the
direction of travel. Furthermore, the wall also has, at least on
transversely opposite sides of the loading space trough, at
least one lateral reinforcing structure which is connected to
the wall or is integrally formed thereon and is different from
the front reinforcing structure.

|B62D-021/15 |B60L-053/00

Vehicle seat with an anti-diving device
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A vehicle seat having a lower seat part (10) and a seat back
(12), wherein the lower seat part (10) has a seat bottom
element (14) and a seat cushion (15) arranged thereon, and
wherein the lower seat part (10) is provided with an anti-dip
device (2) which, in the event of a collision, causes the front
part (15') of the seat cushion (15) facing away from the seat
back (12) to be raised, characterized in that the anti-diving
device (2) has a rocker element (20) which is mounted on the
seat base element (14) such that it can pivot about a
transverse axis (y) and has a rear lever region (22), which is
provided between the transverse axis (y) and the seat back
(12), and a front lever region (24), which points from the
transverse axis (y) to the front part (15') of the seat cushion
(15).

|

Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for producing a monolithic battery shell and
method for producing a monolithic battery shell
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The invention relates to a battery shell comprising at least one
fluid channel which is monolithically formed together with the
battery shell, a traction battery comprising the same battery
shell and a motor vehicle comprising the same battery shell.
The invention also relates to a tool for producing the same
monolithic battery shell and to a method for producing the
monolithic battery shell.

|
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Battery shell, traction battery, motor vehicle, tool for producing a battery shell and method for
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The invention relates to a battery shell having at least one
inner stiffening means and/or at least one outer stiffening
means which are designed to stiffen the battery shell and to
protect a designated battery module from an impact from the
outside. [0003] 2. The invention also relates to a traction
battery comprising the same battery shell and to a motor
vehicle comprising the same battery shell. The invention also
relates to a tool for producing the same battery shell and to a
method for producing the battery shell.
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The invention relates to a battery shell comprising a first fluid
channel and/or a second fluid channel and at least one inner
stiffening means, wherein the first fluid channel and/or the
second fluid channel (120) extends through the battery shell,
wherein the first fluid channel and/or the second fluid channel
extends at least in regions in the inner stiffening means. The
invention also relates to a traction battery comprising the
same battery shell and to a motor vehicle comprising the
same battery shell. The invention also relates to a tool for
producing the same battery shell and to a method for
producing the battery shell.
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Rotor for a permanent-magnet synchronous machine and permanent-magnet synchronous
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The invention relates to a rotor (1) for a permanent-magnet
synchronous machine, comprising a laminated core with
recesses (7, 8) in which respective permanent magnets (9,
10) are accommodated. The recess (7, 8) has a first end
region (11) which is closer to an axis of rotation of the rotor
(1) than a second end region (12). The permanent magnets
(9, 10) are arranged In recesses (7, 8) which are adjacent to
one another and whose first end regions (11) are closer to one
another in the circumferential direction of the rotor (1) than
the second end regions (12) in such a way that like poles (N)
of the permanent magnets (9, 10) face one another. The rotor
(1) has at least one holding part (14), by means of which a
first section (15) of the laminated core is coupled to a second
section (16) of the laminated core. The holding part (14) has
a lower magnetic conductivity than a partial region of the
laminated core, the volume of which is equal to a volume of
the holding part (14). The invention also relates to a
permanent-magnet synchronous machine.
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The invention relates to a battery module (2) having a plurality
of individual battery cells (4) and a housing (1) which
comprises a base plate (6), the base plate (6) having
numerous through-holes (7). The invention is characterized in
that the through holes (7) are bordered by two convex
boundary lines.
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<?claim?>
Element receptacle (1) for providing a receptacle for a
scaffolding element on an already positioned scaffolding
element, comprising - a receptacle (11), which comprises a
receptacle interface (111) for receiving a scaffolding element,
which further comprises at least one joint region (112), which
is arranged adjacent to the receiving interface (111) and
which further comprises a clamping region (113) which is
arranged adjacent to the joint region (112) on the side of the
receiving means (11) facing away from the receiving interface
(111), - a holder (12) which has a suspension element (121),
which is provided for suspension on an already positioned
scaffolding element and which furthermore has at least one
counter-joint region (122), wherein the joint region (112) of
the receptacle (11) is introduced into the mating joint region
(122) of the holder (12) or the mating joint region (122) of the
holder (12) is introduced into the joint region (112) of the
receptacle (11). and the receptacle (11) is guided so as to be
rotatable about at least one first spatial axis (A1) relative to
the holder (12) by this operative connection between the joint
region (112) and the counter joint region (122), and wherein
the holder (12) has a contact surface (123) which is arranged
on the side of the holder (12) facing away from the receiving
interface (111) and the suspension element (121) is
supported on of that side of the holder (12) which faces away
from the receiving interface (111), and the suspension
element (121) and the mating joint region (122) are arranged
on mutually opposite sides of the bearing surface (123), and
wherein the receptacle (11) has a gripping surface (114),
which is arranged on the side of the receptacle (11) pointing
towards the suspension element (121), wherein the
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receptacle interface (111) and the clamping region (113) are
arranged on opposite sides of the gripping surface (114),
wherein a first clamping portion (113 a) of the clamping
region (113) projects beyond the gripping surface (114) in the
direction of the suspension element (121) and a second
clamping portion (113 b) projects beyond the surface
opposite the gripping surface (114).
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<?claim?>
A microwave radio communication system, the system
comprising: a microwave applicator for heating a material by
exposing it to a microwave field in a controlled environment;
a ceramic fiber box within the microwave applicator, to
improve insulation and protect the parts of the microwave
applicator from sparking damage; a plurality of graphite rods
disposed within the ceramic fiber box such that sparking
occurs between the opposite ends of the rods, when the
microwave power is turned on; and a metal alloy that contacts
a junction region of two samples to be heated when the
temperature of the graphite rods by the microwave applicator
increases by sparking and thereby the junction region reaches
a critical temperature, then, the portions of the metal alloys
located in this region begin to directly absorb the microwaves,
resulting in a further temperature rise resulting in melting of
the joint interfaces, so that joint formation takes place.
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A modular system for an absorbent product, comprising: a
support frame for removably securing to a user, the support
frame having a first mount for receiving a replaceable
absorbent component.
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<?claim?>
Interface between a module and the loading surface of a
motor vehicle, consisting of • a base frame (16) which
comprises at least one profile rail (15), • at least one guide
element (12) and • a holding means (26) • wherein the base
frame (16) is connected to the motor vehicle and the guide
element (12) is connected to a module, characterized in that
the profile rail (15) has at least one first opening (21) and one
second opening (22) in which the guide element (12)
engages.
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Robot, comprising: - a robot arm with a distal member and a
proximal member, which are connected to one another by
means of at least one joint so as to be displaceable relative
to one another, - a projection means for generating a mark on
the robot, projection detecting means for detecting the mark,
deflection calculating means for calculating the deflection of
the robot arm based on the mark detected by the projection
detecting means.
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Earth nail (1) having an elongate rod element (3), wherein the
rod element (3) has a first distal end (4) and a second
proximal end (5), wherein furthermore a composite dowel
comprising an anchor rod (11, 30) and an embedding
compound (14) is introduced into the proximal end (5) of the
rod element (3), and wherein the rod element (3) consists of
a fibre composite material.
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Hybrid mast (1), having a lower mast section, which is in the
form of a centrifugal concrete tube (2), and an upper mast
section, which is in the form of a framework lattice (3), to
which antennas can be or are attached, characterized in
thatCharacterized in that the two mast sections are
connected to one another by means of a transition plate (4)
and the framework lattice (3) has a support grid (8) which is
arranged above the transition plate (4) and has a frame (9)
and two pairs of parallel profiles (10, 11, 12, 13) which are
spaced apart from one another and cross one another and are
connected to the frame (9) outside the corners.
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A hula hoop tire comprising a plurality of segments, wherein
the plurality of segments are joined together to form an
annular ring, characterized in thatIn that the segments are in
each case formed as arcuate standard segments (1), wherein
each arcuate standard segment (1) has in each case a first
end section (11), a central section (12) and a second end
section (13), and wherein the first end portion of one arcuate
standard segment may be releasably connected to the
second end portion of another arcuate standard segment; and
wherein each arc-shaped standard segment is respectively
provided with at least one receptacle (14), and wherein at
least one counterweight piece (2) can be removably
embedded in the receptacle, and wherein the counterweight
piece is positioned and fastened in the respective arc-shaped
standard segment in the assembled state of the hula hoop
tire.
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<?claim?>
Animal protection grille (1) comprising a first leg (10) and a
second leg (12), wherein the legs (10, 12) are connected to
one another via a connecting region (20), wherein the legs (10,
12) have apertures (30), wherein the openings (30) extend in
particular normal to a surface (14) of the legs (10, 12),
wherein the openings (30) have a minimum main dimension
which is less than 5 mm, preferably less than 4 mm,
particularly preferably less than 3 mm, and particularly
preferably less than 2 mm.
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A panel support structure, a manufacturing method thereof,
and a displaying device. The panel support structure
comprises: at least one bent part comprising a through hole
area and a blind hole area; the through hole area is located in
the middle of the bent part, and at least one through hole is
formed in the through hole area; and the blind hole area is
located around the through hole area, at least one blind hole
is formed in the blind hole area, and depths of the blind holes
are decreased in a direction away from the through hole area.
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Actuating Drive Having a Wound Flat Spring as a Restoring Spring, Which Flat Spring is
Designed as a Constant-Force Spring and Acts Directly on an Actuation Connection Point of the
Actuating Drive
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Various embodiments of the teachings herein include an
actuating drive comprising: a drive element; an actuation
element; and a restoring spring. The drive element drives the
actuation element indirectly about an actuation axis. The
actuation element includes a shaft portion concentric to the
actuation axis and extends at least partially circumferentially.
The restoring spring includes a wound flat spring providing a
restoring torque on the actuation element, acting tangentially
on the shaft portion, and a free spring end tangentially
fastened to the shaft portion. The free spring end is radially
externally disposed with respect to the spring axis and
fastened tangentially to the shaft portion. The spring is
mounted rotatably so the spring axis is radially spaced apart
from the actuation axis and aligned parallel to the actuation
axis.
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A single deck pallet comprising a deck having a top for
supporting a load and a bottom, at least four sides, the at least
four sides comprising a first pair of opposed sides and a
second pair of opposed sides. A plurality of intermediate
spaced apart beams of the deck extending between (and
preferably to) at least a first pair of opposed sides. A plurality
of distributed primary props dependent from the deck and
projecting below the bottom of the deck to aid in supporting
the pallet on a surface. At least one beam extends between
adjacent primary props and the primary props are horizontally
spaced apart from each other and from said at least one
beam so as to allow a tine of a forklift to pass in a linear
direction parallel to the at least one beam between adjacent
primary props to reach at least partially under and bear on the
bottom of the deck and bear on the at least one beam.
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Flexible display device
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A flexible display device is described, including: a flexible
display panel; a flexible battery arranged at a side of the
flexible display panel away from a light emitting surface; and
a heat dissipation assembly including a first heat dissipation
sheet, the first heat dissipation sheet being arranged at a side
of the flexible battery facing or away from the flexible display
panel, and the first heat dissipation sheet having a bendable
area.
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Light-weight, elastic teeter bearing for a rotor and aircraft housing such bearing
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A passive elastic teeter bearing (3c) for an aircraft rotor (3b),
including, rotatably arranged on an rotational axis (RA) of said
rotor (3b), a teeter beam (3d), configured for attaching the
rotor which has rotor blades, with the teeter beam being
configured for performing a teetering motion, and having two
pairs of first lugs (3j1, 3j2) arranged at opposite ends thereof
at a distance with respect to the rotational axis; and a hub
piece (3f) located below the teeter beam, the hub piece having
two arms (3g1, 3g2) that extend outwardly in a radial
direction, each having a second lug (3k) arranged at a
distance with respect to said rotational axis. Each second lug
is located between the two lugs of a respective pair of first
lugs, and respective connecting pins (3n) pass through the
first and second lugs on either side of the rotational axis. A
pair of elastic bushings (3l1, 3l2) are arranged on each
connecting pin between a first one of the first lugs and the
second lug and between a second one of said first lugs and
the second lug, respectively.
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The disclosure relates to a method for operating a drive train
of a working machine, wherein a traction drive of the drive
train is driven by an electric traction motor via a transmission
and wherein, when a gear stage of the transmission is
changed, a rotational speed of the traction motor is
synchronised with the gear stage being engaged. The method
according to the disclosure further includes a computational
model of the traction motor that is used for the rotational
speed synchronisation. The model, taking into account a
moment of inertia of the traction motor, describes a torque to
be delivered for the rotational speed synchronisation. The
disclosure further relates to a corresponding drive train and
to a working machine.
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An abrasion wear resistant plate mountable to a rotor of a
vertical shaft impact crusher includes a metallic main body,
and at least four non-metallic tiles arranged on an upper
surface of the main body to form a portion of a contact face
facing an internal space of the rotor. Each of the tiles have an
abrasion wear resistance greater than that of the main body,
each one of the tiles having at least three edges each
matching with and positioned against an edge of a
neighboring tile.
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Described is an electrical machine (1, 1a) which comprises a
first end shield (6, 6a) and a second end shield (7, 7a), a stator
(5) which is arranged between the two end shields (6, 6a, 7,
7a) and has a stator laminated core (10) and stator windings
(11) arranged therein, and a rotor (3) which is arranged in the
stator (5) and has a rotor shaft (2, 2a) mounted rotatably in
the two end shields (6, 6a, 7, 7a). The electrical machine (1,
1a) furthermore comprises a stator casing (8, 8a) which is
arranged circumferentially around the stator (5) and which is
mounted on the two end shields (6, 6a, 7, 7a) and which is
spaced apart from the stator (5) at all points. Also specified
is a vehicle (15) having an electrical machine (1, 1a) of said
type.
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A mobile crane, such as a crawler crane, including an
undercarriage having a chassis and a superstructure
rotatably supported on the undercarriage and having a
pivotable boom. At least two platforms are permanently
arranged at the superstructure via which the superstructure is
walkable. The platforms each comprise a base and a railing
that are movable from a transport position in which they
contact the superstructure into a work position in which the
bases are walkable and are secured by the railings, and vice
versa.
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The disclosure refers to a container for storing and providing
at least one modular road paver assembly designed for
detachable mounting on a road paver. The container
comprises a storage system by means of which individual
components of the road paver assembly can be positioned
within the container in a standardized arrangement, such that
the components of the road paver assembly can be checked
for completeness by an operator by means of a visual
inspection along a sequence determined between opposite
boundaries of the container in view of their assembly
sequence on the road paver.
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A pallet has a carrier arrangement (1), with at least one
platform or base surface (6), for carrying at least one item and
at least two skid arrangements (2) and at least two coupling
arrangements (3). The at least two coupling arrangements (3)
are provided for intercoupling the carrier arrangement (1) and
the skid arrangements (2) when needed.
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A flotation device for providing emergency flotation for a
person swimming or passing through a body of water,
comprising a container filled with a charge of a gaseous
material under a pressure such that it is in its liquid phase at
normal environmental temperatures. The container is
connected to a flexible flotation chamber through a passage
which remains normally closed until actuated by the user.
When the device is actuated by opening the passage, the
charge expands into the flotation chamber, thereby inflating
it, and providing support to the user in the water. The gaseous
material has thermodynamic properties such that it remains
in its liquid phase right up to the maximum temperatures to
which the device is expected to be exposed to. Consequently,
its volume, and hence the internal pressure within the gas
container, does not increase significantly, thereby enabling
the container to be of lightweight construction.
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Systems for holding tactical gear, such as firearm magazines,
weapons, etc., and for connecting such holders to a harness
are described and may include a carrier, and an accessory
holder that is configured to attach to the carrier. The carrier
and/or the accessory holder may be formed from
substantially rigid materials, such as plastic or the like, and
may be configured to be easily attached and detached from
one another, using preconfigured, integral connectors. The
connectors may be configured to resist rotation of the carrier
and accessory holder with respect to each other, and/or to
secure the accessory holder at a fixed angle with respect to
the carrier. The accessory holder may also include flanges,
surface treatments, or other features, that assist in holding
the accessory in the holder.
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A flying passenger rotor lifted vehicle that is capable of taking
off and landing vertically, that is relatively light-weight, has
responsive control, and increased safety against failure of
propulsion/thrust systems. The flying vehicle can include a
body having a tail section, a central thrust unit arranged along
the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, at a distance from the
rotation axis of the main rotor, a mounting support on either
side of the body, and a side thrust unit mounted to each
mounting support. The central thrust unit includes a fan which
provides air flow with a flow component perpendicular to a
virtual vertical midplane of the vehicle. Each of the side thrust
units includes a fan which provides air flow with a flow
component parallel to the virtual vertical midplane. At least
one of the thrust units has controllable air deflection to
deflect the corresponding output air flow in a controllable
manner.
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The present invention relates to a mining system including a
continuous miner. The continuous miner mines material and
includes a miner navigation system. The mining system
further includes a flexible conveyor system for receiving the
mined material from the continuous miner. The flexible
conveyor system includes a conveyor navigation system. The
mining system further includes control means for controlling
the miner navigation system and the conveyor navigation
system so that the flexible conveyor system receives the
mined material from the continuous miner. Preferably, the
flexible conveyor system need not be coupled to the
continuous miner, and can be extracted separately in the
event of a cave-in on the miner.
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1. Method, device and system for operating internal
combustion engines with a considerably increased pressure
ratio and vehicle with this system.
2.1 Internal combustion engines have a technically restricted
pressure ratio, which limits the thermal efficiency. Gas
turbines have so far had a maximum pressure ratio of 33:1,
diesel engines have compression ratios of up to 23:1.
2.2 The oxidizer is fed into the combustion chamber in (cold)
liquefied condition under very high pressure (1-2). The fuel is
ideally also supplied in liquid form under high pressure. The
pressure ratio of the oxidizer pump is 200, better 500 or more.
In the combustion chamber, the oxidizer and fuel react with
each other (2-3) and expand to far more than a thousand
times the liquid volume. Depending on the fuel used, an
expansion machine with a pressure ratio of around π=500 or
more or an equivalent expansion ratio of ε=85 or more can be
implemented (3-4).
2.3 The method enables the development of compact, costeffective internal combustion engines with significantly
increased efficiency, which are particularly suitable as vehicle
propulsion systems.
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A configurable, double sided, manifold micro-channel cold
plate includes a one or more manifold micro-channel cold
plate cells. Each cold plate cell includes a manifold body, a
manifold insert, a plurality of heat sinks, and a plurality of
longitudinal openings configured for fluidic communication
with the fluid channels. The manifold body has fluid channels
to permit flow of a fluid coolant. The manifold insert has a
plurality of manifold insert fluid channels, and is configured
for receipt in the one of the modular body recesses. The heat
sinks are configured for receipt in the modular body recesses,
and include an impingement surface configured for fluidic
communication with the manifold insert fluid channels, and a
heat transfer surface for thermal communication with one or
more heat generating devices.
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A vehicle includes a vehicle body and a ladder. The vehicle
body has a roof panel body structure and an underside body
structure. The ladder has a first end and a second end. The
first end is mounted to the roof panel body structure. The
second end is mounted to the underside body structure so
that the ladder is mounted to the vehicle's roof surface and to
an underside surface of the vehicle.
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A filler disposition film that can use a commercially
procurable filler material having good particle diameter
uniformity, enables high positional precision of the filler
disposition, can support even an increase in the surface area,
and has a prescribed filler regularly disposed in a long resin
film. Moreover, the rate of consistency of disposition of the
filler in the filler disposition film in rectangular areas of a
prescribed size having a length of 1000 times or more the
average particle diameter of the prescribed filler, and a width
of 0.2 mm or greater is 90% or greater. Such a rectangular
area has a long-side direction that is substantially parallel to
the long-side direction of the filler disposition film, and a
widthwise direction that is substantially parallel to a shortside direction of the filler disposition film. The average
particle diameter of the regularly disposed filler is from 0.4
μm to 100 μm.
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A process for producing shaped parts from particle foams
comprising providing particle foam particles, wetting the
particle foam particles with an aqueous emulsion of at least
one polyolefin and thereby obtaining functionalisable particle
foam particles, drying the wetted and functionalisable particle
foam particles, shaping the functionalisable particle foam
particles, heating the shaped functionalisable particle foam
particles to a temperature below the melting range of the
particle foam particles and thereby functionalising the
shaped functionalisable particle foam particles, heating the
shaped, functionalisable particle foam particles to a
temperature below the melting range of the particle foam
particles

and

thereby

functionalising

the

shaped,

functionalisable particle foam particles, wherein the particle
foam particles are bonded together, and cooling and thereby
obtaining the particle foam moulding, wherein the aqueous
emulsion of the at least one polyolefin is an aqueous
emulsion comprising at least one polyolefin converted to the
liquid state with an anhydride of an unsaturated carboxylic
acid and modified with methacrylic acid ester copolymers.
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The present invention relates to a method for the economic
production of metallic parts, with high flexibility in the
geometry attainable. It also relates to the material required for
the manufacturing of those parts. The method of the present
invention allows for a very fast manufacturing of the parts.
Also some forming technologies applicable to polymers can
be used. The method allows for the fast and economic
production of complex geometry metallic parts.
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An interconnection for a battery comprising a plurality of cells
having connection tabs. The interconnection comprises a
first electrically insulating substrate, a heat sink, a plurality of
tab-receiving regions, a plurality of aperture and electrically
insulating material. The first electrically insulating substrate
has a first face on a first side of the interconnection and a
second face. The heat sink is thermally connected to the
second face of the first substrate. The plurality of tabreceiving regions comprise electrically conducting material
on the first side of the interconnection for receiving
connection tabs of the cells. The plurality of apertures extend
through the interconnection, wherein the apertures are
arranged to allow connection tabs of the cells to extend from
a second side of the interconnection, through the apertures,
and to the first side of the interconnection for establishing
contact with the tab-receiving regions on the first side of the
interconnection. The electrically insulating material is
arranged to insulate the apertures from the heat sink, such
that connection tabs extending through the apertures are
electrically insulated from the heat sink.
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The disclosure relates to a curable two-component resin-based system, comprising
- (a) a resin component, comprising (i) at least one epoxy resin, (ii) a block-copolymer comprising silicone and organic
blocks, (iii) a silane, and (iv) a filler comprising aluminium oxide and wollastonite, and
- (b) a hardener component, comprising at least one polyoxyalkylene polyamine,
- wherein the curable system contains in total >60 wt % filler with a ratio of wollastonite to aluminium oxide of 50 to 75 wt
% wollastonite and 25 to 50 wt % aluminium oxide, and wherein the hardener component (b) does not comprise any
anhydride, as well as cured articles obtainable by curing the curable system and uses thereof.
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The invention relates to a two-component structural adhesive, i.e. to a two-component system of a first component and a
second component spatially separated from one another, wherein the reaction of the first component and the second
component after mixing results in a structural adhesive. The first component comprises at least four of a (meth)acrylic acid,
a C1-6-alkyl (meth)acrylate, a cycloalkyl (meth)acrylate, a hydroxy-C1-6-alkyl (meth)acrylate, and/or a glycolether
(meth)acrylate. The second component comprises a peroxide polymerization initiator. Additionally, the first component
and/or the second component comprises at least two toughening agents (a first toughening agent and a second toughening
agent); the second toughening agent differing from the first toughening agent; a first impact modifier; and optionally a
second impact modifier differing from the first impact modifier.
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A device for forming or molding elements on surfaces of a
semi-finished product includes a C-shaped bracket element
for displacing using a manipulator to a defined position with
respect to a semi-finished product. An arrangement
implemented for injection molding is disposed on a first leg
and a backing holder is disposed on the second leg of the Cshaped bracket element. A semi-finished product can be
disposed between the backing holder and the arrangement. A
first molding tool is disposed in the direction toward a surface
of the semi-finished product. The arrangement and/or the
backing holder is/are displaceable against the corresponding
surface of the semi-finished product, such that the open side
of the first molding tool applies pressure to the corresponding
surface of the semi-finished product and the backing holder
contacts and applies pressure to the opposite surface of the
semi-finished product.
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An intelligent layout design method of curvilinearly stiffened
structure based on image feature learning. Firstly, the design
variables of the curvilinearly stiffened structure are
determined based on the path function. The autoencoder
network is built to complete the learning of the structural
characteristics of the image, and the transfer learning of the
model is further carried out. The convolution neural network
is built to complete the learning of the image set with
mechanical response labels. Finally, the evolutionary
algorithm is used to optimize the layout of the curvilinearly
stiffened structure based on the model. The invention solves
the problem that the traditional optimization method is
difficult to deal with the optimization design with many and
variable design variables, and is expected to become one of
the most potential technical means involved in the layout
design of components in the engineering field.
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The present disclosure provides an array substrate and a
display device. The array substrate comprises: a base
substrate; a plurality of touch lines on the base substrate; and
a touch electrode layer located on a side, facing away from
the base substrate, of a layer where the touch lines are
located. The touch electrode layer comprises a plurality of
touch electrodes, and the touch electrodes are provided with
hollowed-out areas at positions of the touch lines.
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